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HEALTHY SLEEP



WE WORK 
HAND IN HAND

WITH THE WORLD’S 
BEST DESIGNER: 

NATURE.
it́ s a tree story.



Georg Emprechtinger,  

Owner and Manager of TEAM 7

WE LOVE WOOD.

The starting point for sensible use of 

resources is a sustainably managed 

forest, which regrows continuously 

under the power of the sun. With the 

greatest care and attention to detail, we 

work the fine, European hardwood into 

unique pieces of furniture that share 

with you our love for wood in every little 

detail. Sustainability, responsibility and 

commitment to creating value in harmony 

with humans and nature shape the way 

we think and act at TEAM 7. 
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Grown for you.
Because we grow our own 74 hectares of 

forest we understand the great value of wood 

and how important it is for sustainability. 

That’s why we make all our furniture from 

deciduous trees that have been growing for 

decades in sustainable forestry. Finished 

exclusively with pure, natural oil, the wood 

surfaces of our furniture promote a naturally 

healthy and comfortable climate in your 

home. They are very easy to care for – and 

to restore, if necessary. This means TEAM 7 

furniture retain their original and beautiful 

character for many decades.
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Designed for you.
Your restful sleep is our goal. To make sure you get a comfortable and healthy night‘s sleep, 

we go beyond conventional standards and work on holistic solutions. Our bed joints are completely  

metal-free and our sleeping system is made of natural materials.
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First the design and then the interior: our consultants plan according to your ideas and

spatial possibilities. The model, size, wood type and colours are first planned to fulfill your wishes  

and only then do we start producing your customised TEAM 7 furniture.
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Made for you.
We do not make furniture to stock, but rather to fulfill our customers’ wishes. Developed by designers,  

planned in accordance with your wishes by trained interior architects and realised by master carpenters:  

our award-winning solid wood furniture draws upon traditional Austrian handicraft skills. Each piece of 

furniture is a unique item, made to measure and requiring much skilled handwork. And the best thing about it – 

TEAM 7 furniture is available for all living areas.
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solid wooden
bed

We guarantee that there is one thing 

you won’t find in any of our bed joints: 

metal. This is how we prevent the 

strengthening of existing magnetic 

fields. Our solid wooden beds also 

ensure a healthy room climate and – 

as an added bonus – regulate the 

humidity in your bedroom. 

aos sleeping 
system

We give it all for your healthy sleep: 

ergonomically precise body support, 

optimal ventilation and natural, 

healthy materials. In brief: our 

aos sleeping system.

sleep 
accessories

Our customisable, ergonomic 

pillows provide optimal support 

to your spine. And, thanks to their 

natural materials, our blankets 

regulate the sleep temperature 

and climate.

HEALTHY SLEEP  
FROM A TO ZZZZ.

it́ s a tree story.

Our whole focus is on ensuring optimum sleeping comfort for you. We do this with our healthy  

solid wooden beds but also everything else that goes with it: an ergonomic sleeping system made of natural,  

anti-bacterial materials and high-quality accessories.
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riletto bed



Our riletto bed has received the Red Dot Design Award and was created by the designer Kai Stania.  

The connection between the headboard and the bed is made of solid wood and a central design element.  

Recessed slides give it the appearance of floating. The headboard and sides of the bed can be  

fabricated in leather or solid wood.

SLEEPING IN NATURE – 
NOW ALSO FOR 
THOSE WHO 
HATE CAMPING.

it́ s a tree story.

riletto
The riletto bed can be enhanced with stylish 

consoles if desired. The love for detailed 

craftsmanship is apparent here: The attachment 

consists of a joint made exclusively of wood. The 

consoles can be used as practical trays and are 

also available with an integrated drawer.
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riletto
The harmonious interplay of solid 

wood and leather is characteristic of the 

entire riletto line. It can also be seen 

in the accessories, which are available 

with bases or as wall attachments. The 

fronts have touch fittings that eliminate 

the need for handles. 
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Their soft leather sides and handle-free design provide our riletto dressers  

with their clean, pure look.

riletto
Thanks to its slender dimensions, even the version 

of our riletto bed that comes with wooden sides 

and a leather headboard has that special floating 

appearance. Smoothly rounded surfaces give the solid 

material of the side sections a soft look and feel, while 

literally emphasising the beauty of its solid wood. 

In perfect unison with this are the matching riletto 

bedside cabinets with their typical leather sides.
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relief wardrobe



The relief wardrobe is a masterpiece of craftsmanship – from the inside as well as outside.  

With its fascinating material mix of glass and wood, it makes a vivacious impression when it is closed.  

This interplay gets a particular intensity from the millings that run perpendicular to the wood grain.  

On the inside, in contrast, it is clearly structured by practical organisational aids. 
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Everything in order. An extensive 

and functional interior ensures 

comfort and a better overview of 

your wardrobe. Interior drawers with 

dividers of different sizes and optional 

interior lighting help to find the right 

style of matching combinations of 

items quickly and easily.

NO MATTER  
WHAT THE LATEST 

FASHION,  
TIDY STORAGE IS 

ALWAYS EN VOGUE.
it́ s a tree story.
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Block of solid wood

Sustainability & design 
Even if it sounds unconventional at first: our sustainability 

already starts with the design. Because wood is naturally robust, 

resilient and durable – in contrast to so many trends. This is 

why our designers are carefully considering what the trends for 

living are that will stand the test of time and have what it takes to 

become classics. After all, the design of our furniture is just as 

timeless as the material from which it is made.

WE ARE DEDICATED  
TO CREATING FURNITURE 

THAT’S JUST AS UNIQUE  
AS WOOD ITSELF.

it́ s a tree story.
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nox bedroom



nox
The rounded bed sides with their S-shaped edges 

are characteristic of our nox bed. At the corners, 

the visible wooden connections combine to form 

an elegant S-line. Recessed foot panels give this 

piece – designed by Jacob Strobel – a floating 

appearance. The headboard is available in solid 

wood or as an upholstered board in leather.

The flush-mounted folding handle is integrated smoothly into the solid wood fronts of our  

nox occasional furniture and ensures easy operation of the generous drawers.
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WE ARE OUR  
OWN TOUGHEST  
INSPECTORS.

it́ s a tree story.

The ingenuity of nature is the inspiration 

behind our constant drive to find new solutions 

for greater functionality and comfort. We 

implement them with our signature attention 

to detail and perfect craftsmanship, that’s 

what makes our kitchens and furniture so 

extraordinary. Numerous patents and 

utility models underline the innovative 

power of TEAM 7. This means that, in the 

development phase itself, we comprehensively 

test the function, ergonomics, stability and 

safety of our products in our own laboratory, 

over thousands of cycles. TEAM 7 furniture 

is always made to order – with perfected 

technology and function. 
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nox
The elegant S-line of the corner joints and 

edges gently rounded let you feel directly 

the skilled workmanship that has gone into 

making the nox dresser. Pure solid wood in 

the thickness typical for nox ensures your 

bedroom has a pleasant and snug atmosphere.

nox
Our nox bedroom furniture, in wild natural oak 

and wild walnut wood, shows off its hand-selected 

natural wooden surfaces particularly effectively. 

The strong grains and visible bases of branches 

in this range emphasise the natural charm of the 

living material.
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nox
A big sliding door made of solid 

wood, which impresses with its high 

material strength, is the heart of 

the nox cabinet. It can be smoothly 

moved in both directions and comes 

softly to rest in the centre.
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mylon bed



mylon
In 2015 the designer Jacob Strobel reinterpreted 

the classic four-leg bed – and gave it an elevated, 

seductively slim appearance. The version with the 

delicate upholstered headboard in fabric or leather 

moves the fine wood construction even more into the 

spotlight. The cover of the upholstered headboard 

and the bed sides are removable – for easy cleaning 

as well as a change of material or colour.
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In our cubus pure accessories, elegant and homogeneous surfaces made of  

coloured glass mingle with vibrant and beautiful solid wood.
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soft
The soft hinged door wardrobe is a spacious 

piece of craftsmanship. And the best thing about 

it – you can adapt it to your own preferences. 

Select your individual mix of coloured glass and 

solid wood and plan the interior just as you like. 

The optional mount with LED lighting perfectly 

illuminates your finished masterpiece.
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Shopping with the right attitude. 

Contrary to the current trends toward 

global sourcing, we have always relied 

on regional partners and suppliers. 

This ensures short transport routes 

and avoids unnecessary emissions of 

harmful substances.

Conservation  
of resources

WE TAKE  
THE MOST DIRECT 
ROAD TO  
ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION.

it́ s a tree story.
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mylon bed



mylon
Design your mylon bed however you like. 

For example in the version with the slatted 

headboard, which has soft internal curves 

that create an exciting contrast to the clear 

linear design of the bed. Its counterpart, the 

optional footboard, is just as beautiful.
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The pleasant feel of our oiled wooden  

surfaces is a real treat and you are sure to 

be won over by their everyday practicality, 

from simple, daily cleaning to minor repairs. 

This is because even dents and scratches 

can be easily repaired with open pore  

treatment. Treated every 1-2 years with 

natural oil, the wooden surfaces will  

retain their beauty for a long time.

Your furniture can always be fully up  

to date in terms of flexibility as well:  

our follow-up purchase service ensures 

you have the option to buy any additions 

and extensions to your furniture  

elements for years to come.

OUR NATURAL OIL 
PROMISES  

ETERNAL YOUTH. 
SADLY, ONLY  

FOR FURNITURE.
it́ s a tree story.
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sesam
This is what a connection for life looks like: 

traditional, metal-free wooden connections,  

resilient craftsmanship and pure solid wood.  

Our sesam bed is optionally available with  

three different headboards and a footboard.

OUR BEDS CONTAIN 
JUST AS MUCH METAL 
AS A TREE. IN OTHER 

WORDS, NONE.
it́ s a tree story.
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sesam
The sesam bed is best accompanied by 

the bedside cabinets and chest of drawers 

from the same range. Different types of 

wood and models allow for wide freedom 

of design and mean that we can cater to 

your personal storage needs.
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lunetto
The lunetto bed seems frail and light,  

but appearances are deceptive: Although the 

delicate widths of the material make the design 

seem particularly light, the sophisticated and 

traditional wooden connections ensure the 

highest stability. lunetto is optionally available 

with a wood or leather headboard. For the most 

elegant look of all, we also offer night stands in 

matching heights for your lunetto bed. 
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lunetto
The transverse solid wood grain and the intriguing 

contrast to the centre panel of coloured glass 

are characteristic features of the lunetto hinged 

door wardrobe. The appearance is rounded off 

by the handle: either an elegant angled strip of 

natural wood or a cubic stainless steel bar.
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Wood is a very special material. It is especially 

healthy, especially durable and especially 

pleasing to the eye. That is why working with 

this wonderful material is also very special:

 our designers and master cabinetmakers 

know just how to process it according to type 

and to make use of its advantages to optimum 

effect in different living areas. The entire 

production process is just as natural as the 

material. Working with wood means one thing 

to us above all: a special honour.

Workmanship

AN ALL-ROUNDER 
THAT WE USE  
FOR EVERYTHING.

it́ s a tree story.
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valore
The clear design and an elegant material 

thickness are the trademarks of our valore 

bed. You have a choice of headboards: 

horizontal rungs, relief, leather, or no 

headboard at all – it’s up to you!



valore
The folding handles on our valore bedside cabinets 

are elegant as well as practical and are available in 

solid wood or stainless steel options. The bedside 

cabinets are available in open form, with a storage 

compartment or with one or two drawers. Select 

your preferred model from three widths and two 

heights to match your bed. And it’s the same with 

the valore dresser: We will be glad to build it for you 

in different heights, widths and drawer heights.
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AT HOME  
IN NATURE.

it́ s a tree story.

You are treating yourself well in many 

ways when you choose furniture made of 

solid wood: wood makes a home snug and 

warm. With its open-pored surface, refined 

exclusively with pure natural oil, TEAM 7 

furniture is breathable. Natural wood absorbs 

moisture and then releases it again. This 

promotes a healthy room climate and humidity 

level in your home. Our natural furniture is 

also anti-static, which is beneficial especially 

in case of dust allergies. The scientifically 

proven anti-bacterial effect of natural wood 

surfaces also has hygienic benefits.

Room climate
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aos sleeping system



AOS –  
THE ART OF SLEEP

While you are sleeping, your body is still working. This is because

night time is when it regenerates. We make great demands on our 

spine during the day and this causes the intervertebral discs to lose 

fluids. When you lie down properly, they are relieved. Then they 

can fill up and regenerate again. An optimal lying position is very 

important in this process. A sleeping system has to support the 

spine in the right places while yielding in other areas. Which areas 

those are depends on the position you are sleeping in. That is why our 

integrated, ergonomically designed aos system takes your individual 

needs into account. It is the ideal complement for our solid wood beds 

and consists of an insertion frame, spring element, mattress and 

slip cover. The aos components are made of natural and renewable 

resources: wood, natural latex, cotton, sheep’s wool, TENCEL® and 

maize fibre. For everyone whose one wish is a good night’s sleep:  

it will be a very good one with aos.

topper
The optional aos mattress topper  

provides unique comfort.

height 6 cm

insertion frame
Just like the rest of the sleeping system, 

the stable aos insertion frame is  

100% metal-free. Alternatively there is  

an electrically adjustable slatted frame  

with remote control.

height 4 cm | 8 cm

spring element
The aos spring element has an intelligent 

construction that adjusts to various sleeping 

positions throughout the night. It makes sure that 

the pressure is distributed properly and provides 

the best possible support for your spine.

height 12 cm

slip cover
The aos slip cover is made of natural materials 

and combines the spring element and mattress 

to a compact entity.

total height 26 cm

mattress
The aos mattress consists of 100% natural 

latex derived from the sap of the rubber tree.

height 10 cm
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spring element 
We turn our bodies up to 80 times per night – that 

is how often a sleeping system has to adjust to our 

new position. The aos spring element, an ergonomic 

masterpiece from our manufactory, satisfies this 

requirement. It can adjust to the various sleeping 

positions thanks to its intelligent construction and 

provides precise support to your body, whether you 

lie on your back, side or stomach. Seven latex strips 

covered in cotton – with sophisticated structural 

positioning – and rimellas made of elastic ash ensure 

a perfect adjustment to the body. The rimellas can 

be supplemented or removed individually so that the 

sleeping system can be customised for everyone. 

Its ribbed surface and construction from individual 

components provide a healthy ventilation of the spring 

element, which is held together across the width by 

special clamping slats.

And the best thing about it – you will sleep so well on 

this that you won’t even notice all these details.

FEEL
AS LIGHT AS A 

FEATHER.
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mattress
Our aos mattress only gives in where a force 

is applied. This ensures optimised pressure 

relief and an ideal blood circulation for those 

who are sleeping on it. The mattress owes this 

positive feature to the material that is made 

from: 100% natural latex – available in soft or 

firm versions. It is attached to the aos spring 

element with a zipper.



insertion frame 
A healthy foundation. The aos insertion frame is 

100% metal-free, extremely stable and optionally 

available in spruce or Swiss pine. The latter is known 

for its beneficial effects on promoting healthy and 

restful sleep. In addition to having a pleasant scent, 

the essential oils of the Swiss pine are also proven to 

calm the heart. For even more comfort, the insertion 

frame is also available as an electric version including 

a mains cut-off: here the motors are integrated 

elegantly into the lateral bars and the slatted frame 

can be controlled wirelessly with a remote control.

slip cover
In natural packaging. The aos slip cover is a unifying 

feature, combining the spring element and the mattress 

into a compact system. Its removable cover is made of  

100% pure cotton, quilted with natural and self-cleaning 

sheep’s wool. Of course you can also opt for the washable 

version made of TENCEL®/maize. A specially designed 

weave on the underside guarantees optimal ventilation  

and a pleasant sleeping climate.
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topper
Top material. The optional aos mattress topper provides 

restful comfort. It consists of high-quality Talalay latex. This 

material is made with a clever trick: Natural latex is frozen 

before baking, which results in an open-pored surface rather 

than an impermeable layer. And this brings a great advantage 

for a healthy sleep climate: Body heat and moisture can 

quickly be absorbed and released again through the pores.
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classic mattress
Enter the comfort zone! Or, actually, the comfort zones.

Because the elastic, breathable latex core of our classic

mattress excels with its seven zones. With this special

division into the shoulder, pelvis and foot areas, we

achieve pressure relief that is precisely conformed to your

body and thus creates ergonomically healthy sleeping

comfort. A sophisticated sectioning of the surface

allows for flexible adaptability and contributes to optimal

ventilation. The classic mattress is comfortable even

during cleaning: Its cover is made of high-quality, natural

cotton that is woven with breathable, temperature- 

sensitive fibres – it is easy to remove and washable.

classic slatted frame
The classic slatted frame is made of stable beech.  

The solid wood frame is supplemented by 28 moveable 

wooden slats that are individually adjustable at the  

height of the pelvis. And for even more sleep comfort,  

the classic slatted frame is also available with a 

manually adjustable head and foot element.

accessories
The sleep climate has a considerable influence on 

your restful sleep: If it is too hot or cold, the body 

has to react and balance out the temperature. This 

is stressful for your body and interferes with its 

regeneration. That is why we make sure that our 

covers are made of especially temperature- and 

moisture-regulating materials. Your sleeping 

pleasure is enhanced even further with our pillows, 

which can adapt to your needs and support an 

ergonomic lying position. 

pillow

wool

all-season blanket

and summer blanket 

TENCEL®

all-season blanket

wool

pillow

TENCEL®

underbedding 

TENCEL®

latex

form cushion

classic adjustable slatted frame

total height 10 cm

classic fixed slatted frame

total height 10 cm

classic natural latex 21

100% natural latex

degree of firmness:

medium-firm or firn

total height 21 cm

classic latex 21

at least 20% natural latex

degree of firmness:

medium-firm or firn

total height 21 cm

classic latex 17

at least 20% natural latex

degree of firmness:

medium-firm or firn

total height 17 cm
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Bitte sammeln
Sie Altpapier 
für das 
Recycling.

EU Ecolabel:
AT/028/036

Dieses Produkt entspricht dem Österreichischen Umweltzeichen  
für schadstoffarme Druckprodukte (UZ 24), UW-Nr. 715
Grasl FairPrint, Bad Vöslau, www.grasl.eu

Für unsere Umwelt
Klimaneutrale Produktion
Erneuerbare Energie
Nachhaltiges Papier
Pflanzenölfarben

PEFC zertifziert
Das Papier dieses Produktes stammt 
aus nachhaltig bewirtschafteten 
Wäldern und kontrollierten Quellen

www.pefc.at

The Austrian ecolabel is a mark that guarantees healthy living – free of 

harmful substances. Tested by an independent testing body according to 

strict standards, this mark confirms that our furniture is not harmful to  

the environment or to health. It confirms that the wood used in our  

furniture comes from sustainably harvested forests and promotes a healthy 

living environment due to its special surface treatment. The Austrian  

ecolabel is also a quality mark for high-quality products that excel due to 

their long life, suitability for use as well as safety and comfort in daily use.

The EMAS certificate provides proof of our sustainable production  

methods, efficient use of resources as well as compliance with  

applicable environmental laws. As an ISO-certified company, we are 

committed to the implementation of international standards and the 

associated requirements related to the environment, quality and safety.

WE SET AN 
EXAMPLE WHEN 

IT COMES TO THE
ENVIRONMENT.
GUARANTEED.

it́ s a tree story.

Sustainability is an important factor in all of TEAM 7’s activities. That’s why 

we make sure that we use environmentally-friendly production methods and 

materials – also for making this catalogue. We aim to save resources and  

use materials that are free from harmful substances. The paper used for  

this catalogue comes from forests that are managed on an environmentally,  

economically and socially sustainable basis. We have used only renewable 

energy and pure vegetable-oil-based printing ink for the print production.

For our environment 
Climate-neutral production 
Renewable energies 
Sustainable paper
Vegetable-oil-based ink

This product complies with the Austrian Ecolabel for printed paper products  
that use printing materials that are low in pollutants (UZ 24), UW No. 715  
Grasl FairPrint, Bad Vöslau, www.grasl.eu
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S I N C E 
1 9 5 9

We make all our solid wood furniture from the wood of leafy green trees

grown in controlled and sustainable forestry.

our types of wood

alder

oak

cherry

beech

wild oak

walnut

oak white oil

beech heartwood

wild walnut

wild oak white oil
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TEAM 7 Natürlich Wohnen GmbH
Address        A-4910 Ried / Innkreis, Braunauer Strasse 26  

Phone        +43 7752 977 700  

E-Mail        info@team7.at 

Internet        www.team7.at
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